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Abstract
In many deepwater plays around the world, salt formations overlie prolific reservoirs containing billions
of barrels of oil. Drilling into these reservoirs requires the successful penetration of the challenging salt
layers. Based on experiences in key deepwater basins, this paper reviews the fluids and techniques used to
drill through salt formations.

Salt formations are unique. Salt has little porosity and permeability. It can flow plastically through other
geological rock beds under stress with "salt creep" resulting in wellbore size reduction and casing collapse.
Salt can also dissolve in water necessitating the salinity of a water-based fluid be kept near or at saturation
to avoid or minimize wellbore enlargement that can lead to poor cementing of the casing and deficient zonal
isolation.

In spite of the aforementioned issues, salt formations are drilled successfully around the world, and
drilling fluids play a vital role in a successful drilling operation. A downhole simulator cell (DSC) has been
found to be a key tool in assessing the effect of drilling fluids on salt formations by drilling salt cores at in-
situ conditions of temperature and pressure while monitoring the core and fluid interactions.

This paper combines a downhole simulation cell (DSC) testing and data from previous literature to
provide a comprehensive overview of drilling fluids interactions with salt formations. This dialogue
combines the experiences of drilling salt as seen from a drilling fluids perspective into one publication.

Three generalized fluids are evaluated: riserless water-based fluid (WBF), high-performance water-
based fluid (HPWBF), and synthetic-based fluid (SBF). Performance criteria used to evaluate fluids include
rates of penetration (ROP), hole cleaning, wellbore stability and washout minimization. Environmental
compliance and system strengths and limitations are outlined. Topics include evaporite mineral types and
drilling challenges including exit strategies and tar beds.

Introduction
Salt formations are one of the most effective hydrocarbon traps. These traps are created by local faulting
and bending in formations nearby the salt layers. Faulting and bending is a result of the upward migration of
salt layers while displacing other sediments. Upward migration occurs because salt, with a specific gravity
of 2.1, is lighter than surrounding sediments

In the continental shelf of the Gulf of Mexico (GoM), the salt forms almost vertical columns called
domes, breaking up nearby oil reservoirs into small compartments. Salt forms minibasins in deepwater
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environments. Faulting and compartmentalization are less pronounced in these minibasins creating larger
drainage areas. Drainage values for deepwater GoM can be as much as 1,000 acres per well as compared to
40 acres per well for GoM shelf (Sears 2003). Salt bodies penetrating the GoM commonly range between
1,000 and 15,000 ft in thickness (Willson 2004). Typical deepwater wells in the GoM can reach total depths
of 30,000 ft and beyond in water depths of approximately 6,000 ft with up to half the length of formations
drilled in these wells being salt drilling (Aburto and D'Ambrosio 2009).

The magnitude of salt drilling in the Gulf of Mexico requires efficient technologies and extensive
planning to successfully drill these salt bodies in a cost-effective time frame. Limited planning for salt
drilling can lead to significant and costly delays, as well as consequences including abandoning the well.

An extensive literature search divulges that there are multiple publications that address one aspect of
salt drilling or another with regards to fluids, but none include all aspects of this process. This paper is a
summarization of these publications into one reference to provide interested parties with an overview for
using drilling fluids to penetrate the salt layers. Another observation of the literature search is the absence
of a test apparatus and a clear test protocol with regards to downhole conditions. This leads to the key
objective of evaluating the applicability of the DSC to test salt cores. For these reasons, this paper focuses
on deepwater salt formations from a drilling fluids perspective and how fluids can be optimized to maximize
performance.

Salt Drilling Hazards
Several geological hazards can be expected while drilling salt formations; the key ones are: salt creep,
sutures and inclusions, rubble zone, and tar.

Salt Creep
Salt composition varies greatly depending on the depositional environment. Various types of salts, their
chemical formula, physical properties and expected mobility are shown in Table 1.

Table 1—Compositions and Properties of Various Salts (Adopted from API RP 96)

Magnesium and potassium salts (e.g. Bischofite and Carnalite) are the most mobile due to their high
moisture content as shown in their chemical formula in Table 1. Halite is less mobile. Anhydrite is essentially
immobile. Problem salts have high creep rates due to high moisture content, presence of clay impurities, or
interbeddedness with shale. Pressure, temperature and mineralogy indicate the likelihood of salt creep over
time. As API RP 96 points out, the creep rate depends on multiple factors including:

• Depth

• Overburden pressures

• Temperature

• Minerology and presence of impurities
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• Moisture content

• Local and regional geomechanical stresses

Sutures & Inclusions
A salt suture is the phenomena of welding two or more individual salt structures into a joined structure
forming a canopy. These structures can trap other formations "inclusions" between them. Inclusions maybe
characterized by high or low pressures depending on their original depth and minerology leading to kicks
or losses.

Rubble Zone
A rubble zone is the area immediately adjacent to the base of salt. It can be observed by monitoring a change
in drilling parameters. Sudden lost circulation can be expected if there is a pressure regression. Flows and
kicks can be expected if an over-pressured zone is penetrated.

Tar
While tar may not appear on surface seismic data, it has been encountered at the base of salt in some GoM
deepwater fields such as Mad Dog field. Romo et al. (2007) conclude that tar drilling issues are related to
the type of tar (solid vs. mobile), the occurrence (fault/fracture fill vs. bedded tar) and the overall thickness
of the tar section encountered in the borehole. The major issues encountered include:

• Pack-offs

• Damage to bottomhole assembly (BHA)

• Tar coating the logging and wireline tools

• Severe problems with running casing

• Non-productive time due to cleanout trips

• Surface handling issues

• Difficulty in removing of tar from solids removal equipment

• Contamination of SBF leading to non-compliance with GoM environmental regulations

Salt Drilling Risk Mitigation
API RP 96 advises that most salt drilling risks can be mitigated by following the best practices below:

• Maintain a gauge wellbore

• Use drilling fluids that prevent or minimize salt leaching

• Maintain higher mud weights while drilling the salt as a percentage of the overburden gradient

• Use hole enlargement tools and techniques in unstable salt sections to increase annular clearance

• Estimate creep rates for mobile salts under well conditions and plan mitigation

Salt Exit Strategies
Rubble zone are found beneath the base of salt. They are a product of the stress regimes of the surrounding
sediments caused by the salt body migration. There is a high level of uncertainty as to what to expect until
a considerable amount of new formation is drilled (Israel et al. 2008). Offset well analysis and seismic data
help identify the severity of the rubble zone below the base of salt.
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Due to the uncertainty and risk involved, offshore drillers approach the base of salt carefully. The drillers
wait for drilling parameters to stabilize, because the bit and the reamer can be simultaneously drilling in two
different formations. Typical preparations include treating the drilling fluid with lost circulation material
and preparing a pill with a high concentration of lost circulation material. Drillers then pull the BHA back
into the salt and conduct a flow check while carefully monitoring subsurface fluid volume. Confirmation
that the bit is drilling new formation is determined by circulating bottoms up and monitoring the cuttings.
Once it is established that there are no high pressures, lost circulation or hole-integrity problems, drilling
increments are increased to 15 to 30 ft intervals between hole checks. This is continued until two stands or
up to 300 ft below the salt have been drilled.

Tar Management Plan
Tar continues to be challenge for subsalt deepwater wells. The severity of the problem is directly
proportional to the mobility of the tar. While the best way is to avoid it, if encountered, the following actions
should be used to minimize the impact of the tar:

• Increase mud weight to control the flow of tar into the wellbore

• Avoid using solvents to solubilize the tar into the drilling fluid unless the operator is committed to
zero discharge, because the aromatic content of the fluid will increase

Key Fluid Properties

Density
Salt is essentially impermeable. The salt granules continue to compact and expel brine as porosity diminishes
until a minimal brine-filled porosity of 0.3-1.5% remains, particularly with high stresses and temperatures.
Dusseault et al. (2004) state that a filtercake cannot form in these conditions which means that 100% of the
mud pressure acts directly on the salt.

The key role of mud weight in drilling salt formations is minimizing creep rate. Aburto and D'Ambrosio
(2009) state that an increase in mud weight has proven to be more effective than underreaming at controlling
salt creep and therefore preventing tight hole situations and stuck pipe incidents. Leavitt (2009) reveals the
advantage of using a higher mud weight to mitigate stick slip and torsional vibration. He states the accepted
range for hydrostatic pressure is between 90 and 95% of the overburden pressure while drilling salt. He also
recommends a drilling fluid weight-up schedule.

Salinity
Salinity of the drilling fluid is required to be at or near saturation with respect to the salt being drilled to
minimize salt dissolution and hence washout in order to maintain a gauge hole. However, there are several
issues that complicate maintenance of the correct salinity.

If the objective is to drill faster or solve a stuck-pipe situation, sea water with very low salinity is typically
used in salt drilling. While a drilling fluid may be saturated with one salt, it may not be saturated with the
same salts that are present in the salt formation being drilled. Saturated fluids on surface can also become
under-saturated at elevated downhole temperatures.

Near salt formations tend to have a higher interstitial salinity resulting in increased salinity requirements
for a controlled activity oil mud (Dearing and Flak 2007).

A key part to understand salinity is understanding the salt leaching/dissolution process. The effect of
flow regime on the dissolution process is significant. This was documented by Durie and Jessen (1964) and
Willson et al. (2004) who looked at salt leaching in laminar flow and the other at turbulent flow conditions
as experienced in drilling operations.
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Rheology
Well intervals drilled in these salt formations are usually vertical. The hole is cleaned efficiently because
of the high flow rates that bring cuttings to surface at high annular velocities (Leavitt 2009). While annular
velocities do help clean the well, API RP 65 requires viscosity to be maintained so that cuttings can be
efficiently removed, while not generating excessive friction pressure that will raise the equivalent circulating
density (ECD) such as to cause fracturing. The authors recommend maintaining acceptable rheological
properties to suspend the weight material and excess salt specially in the case of kill fluids for riserless
drilling operations. An indirect benefit of viscosity is that the rate of salt dissolution decreases as the
viscosity increases.

Key Fluid Selection Criteria
Drilling fluid selection for salt formations has historically focused on drilling a gauge hole and more recently
incorporated other performance criteria such as improving the rate of penetration (ROP) and minimizing
salt creep. In general, drilling fluid selection is driven by cost, performance and environmental compliance.

Cost.   A holistic approach should be taken when looking at cost. Overall interval and well cost are good
indicators rather than comparing only the cost of the drilling fluid. A fluid that saves time in drilling a well
can certainly justify a higher cost than a fluid that results in a significantly slower drilling time.

Performance.   There are several competing interests when it comes to performance. Performance criteria
include ROP, hole cleaning, wellbore stability and minimizing washouts. However, there can be other factors
impacting performance (and ultimately cost) as Israel et al. (2008) attributed some of the shock and vibration
damage to inappropriate drilling fluid design, laminated salt formations and salt creep.

Environmental Compliance.   Depending on the geographic location, fluid type and whether the returns are
going back to the seafloor or the surface, different regulations govern the limitations and selection of the
drilling fluids used. Always be mindful of the regulations and disposal plans which can impact decisions
such as the use of solvents that might incorporate tars into the drilling fluid.

Evaluation of the Different Fluids

Riserless Water-Base Fluids
Selecting riserless drilling for a salt formation depends on the depth and thickness of the formation. Riserless
drilling is considered a form of Dual Gradient Drilling "DGD" that is addressed in multiple publications. The
fluid can be designed and formulated for different salinity levels ranging from freshwater to supersaturation.
There are two choices for the cutback fluid. Sea water is the most widely used cutback fluid. Heavier brines,
specifically calcium chloride are commonly used in what is called a three-part blend to maximize the volume
generated from the initial kill fluid volume.

Cost.   The cost per barrel for riserless WBF fluids is typically lower than other fluid types. The main
component in reducing the density of the kill fluids is sea water which further reduces the overall cost of
the final barrel of fluid at the required density. Scott et al. (2006) state that savings of 1 to 4 million USD
per well can be achieved. Willson et al. (2004) state that just by switching to drilling the last 200 ft with sea
water, a cost savings of 250,000 USD per well can be expected.

Performance.   Performance varies based on density and salinity as it compares to the formation being
drilled. Faster ROP can be achieved with lower salinity but a larger washout should be expected. However,
there are limitations in achieving optimal performance. Density and volume requirements of the kill fluid
can be challenging depending on geographic location (Scott et al. 2006). Maintaining acceptable rheological
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properties when cutback with sea water, especially at higher ratios, can require additional equipment such
as polymer injection units (Halliday and Hosford 2014). Additionally, the untreated seawater used to cut
back the fluid can contain dissolved oxygen which leads to pitting corrosion (Akers 2010).

Environmental Compliance (GoM).   The cornerstones of environmental compliance for all WBF in the
Gulf of Mexico are:

• EPA Method 1617 – Static Sheen Test

• EPA Method 1619 – Drilling Fluids Toxicity Test – 96-hr Mysid LC50 test of suspended particulate
phase (SPP).

High-Performance Water-Base Fluid
HPWBF applications continue to decline as operators go to deeper waters that require superior hydrate
inhibition at the sea floor which presents the lowest temperature point in the well.

Cost.   HPWBF tend to cost more initially to build and become more economic when the cost is spread
over a drilling campaign.

Performance.   Properly designed HPWBF delivers similar performance to SBF. HPWBF are more
manageable when it comes to rheology and compressibility at various temperatures and pressures native
to deepwater operations.

Environmental Compliance (GoM).   HPWBF are less recyclable from one well to another and may require
biocides depending on the formulation. Like Riserless WBF, HPWBF are governed by:

• EPA Method 1617 – Static Sheen Test

• EPA Method 1619 – Drilling Fluids Toxicity Test – 96-hr Mysid LC50 test of suspended particulate
phase (SPP).

Synthetic-Base Fluids
Synthetic-base fluids are the fluids of choice for the majority of deepwater drilling due to their stability in
terms of contamination tolerance, superior performance in terms of ROP and higher capacity for hydrate
inhibition.

Cost.   SBF is typically the most expensive fluid type. The cost varies based on the base fluid used. The
well cost can increase if major losses are encountered.

Performance.   Whitfill et al. (2002) state that invert emulsions are the system of choice (due to superior
performance, if economic and environmental concerns allow. However, it can be difficult to reduce the
salinity of the water phase once salt is encountered.

Environmental Compliance (GoM).   While discharge regulations vary depending on geographic location,
the following environmental test protocols provide the basis for use in the Gulf of Mexico.

Base Stock Limitation:

• EPA Method 1647 – Protocol for the Determination of Degradation of Non-Aqueous Base Fluids
in a Marine Closed Bottle Biodegradation Test System: Modified ISO 11734:1995

• EPA Method 1654A – PAH Content of Oil by High Performance Liquid Chromatography with a
UV Detector

• EPA Method 1644 with EPA Method 1646 – Method for Conducting a Sediment Toxicity Test with
Leptocheirus Plumulosus and Non-Aqueous Drilling Fluids or Synthetic-Based Drilling Muds –
10-Day Base Fluid Test
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Discharge Limitations:

• EPA Method 1619 – Drilling Fluids Toxicity Test – 96-hr Mysid LC50 test of suspended particulate
phase (SPP)

• EPA Method 1644 with EPA Method 1646 – Method for Conducting a Sediment Toxicity Test with
Leptocheirus Plumulosus and Non-Aqueous Drilling Fluids or Synthetic-Based Drilling Muds –
4-Day Whole Mud Test

• EPA Method 1670 – Reverse Phase Extraction (RPE) Method for Detection of Oil Contamination
in Non-Aqueous Drilling Fluids (NAF) or EPA Method 1655 – Determination of Crude Oil
Contamination in Non-Aqueous Drilling Fluids by Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry (GC/
MS)

Laboratory Evaluation
The industry has yet to define a test for salt formation compatibility with drilling fluids. A recent article
(Dr. van Oort et al. 2016) recognizes the value of the DSC as the "gold standard" for shale borehole stability
testing. The authors of this paper suggest that the DSC can also be used for screening various fluids for
drilling salt cores, and thus, evaluated the DSC for this purpose

Downhole Simulator Cell
The key differentiator for the DSC test is that it is conducted under downhole in-situ conditions. The DSC
(Figure 1) is composed of a triaxial drilling cell capable of imposing downhole stresses and temperature
on a preserved core. The circulating system consists of a 10.0 gallon drilling fluid system circulated
under pressure through the core to simulate impact of the downhole pressure and temperature. Inside the
pressurized cell, a microbit drilling table utilizes a 1.2-in. diameter bit to drill a 4.0-in height × 4.0-in
diameter core.

Figure 1—Downhole Simulation Cell Setup.
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Two tests are conducted on two identical salt cores prepared from a salt block mined from a South
Louisiana subsurface deposit consisting of 90% by weight Halite (NaCl) and 10% by weight Anhydrite
(CaSO4). Pore pressure, wellbore pressure, confining pressure and axial stress are 2,500, 3,000, 3,200 and
3,450 psi respectively. The temperature for the core and the drilling fluid is maintained at 110°F. Drilling
and circulating flow rates are 1.5 and 1.0 gal/min respectively. The rpm for the drilling stage of the test is
61. The drill bit used has a diameter of 1.2 in. A HPWBF is used for this experiment with the formulation
provided in Table 2.

Table 2—Fluid Formulation Used in DSC Tests

Component Concentration

Water (bbl) 0.807

Sodium Chloride (lb/bbl) 99.0

Fluid Loss Additive 1 (lb/bbl) 2.0

Fluid Loss Additive 2 (lb/bbl) 1.0

Lubricant (vol%) 3.0

Shale Stabilizer (lb/bbl) 3.0

Potassium Hydroxide (lb/bbl) 0.4

Barite (lb/bbl) 21.1

Standard Evaluation Clay (lb/bbl) 49.0

Test #1 is conducted on a pre-drilled core. The core is returned to in-situ conditions for 48 hours of
circulation. The result is a washout from 1.2 to 1.390 inches and the collection of 31.71 milliliters of filtrate
over 48 hours.

Test #2 consists of drilling the core at in-situ conditions in the DSC at 1.5 gal/min HPWBF and 61 rpm
in 40 minutes in addition to 48 hours of drilling fluid circulation at 110°F. The result is a washout from 1.2
to 1.795 inches and the collection of 3.06 milliliters of filtrate through the core over 48 hours.

Figure 2 shows the washout on the core from Test #1 on the left and Test #2 on the right.

Figure 2—The pre-drilled specimen (on the left) represents Test #1. The
specimen on the right represents Test #2 showing the DSC drilled core.
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The authors believe that the larger washout on Test #2 was due to the higher flow rate which agrees with
previous publication and modeling that the rate of dissolution will increase as the flow rate increases. The
washout on the other core (Test #1) is believed to be attributed to the longterm exposure of the core to the
drilling fluid at 110 °F.

Summary & Conclusion
Salt formations require extensive planning including the analysis of offset well records and seismic data. A
choice of the drilling fluid requires evaluating competing interests of cost and performance in terms of ROP,
hole quality and washout minimization, to name just a few top considerations. Finally, fluid performance
varies from one salt layer to another as the salt minerology varies within the same deepwater basin and
from one basin to another.

The downhole simulation cell (DSC) can be used to test salt cores. Fluid loss through the core is observed
in two cores in different volumes. The fluid loss source is believed to either be the fluid in pore spaces
driven out by overbalance or salinity's role in controlling fluid flow through the core.

The downhole simulation cell has been key for testing rock and fluid interactions for shale. Results and
conclusions from these new tests illustrate that the downhole simulator cell can be used to test fluid/salt
core interactions as well.

Based on the success of the preliminary tests to qualify the DSC for testing with drilling fluids with salt
cores, a new set of extensive tests are being designed to evaluate whether salt creep and other phenomena
can be duplicated in the lab under in-situ conditions and will be published in a future publication.

The project also signifies how vital proper planning and execution of the drilling fluid technologies can
be to a successful drilling project.
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